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Just when you thought the waters were safe ...
Contributed by Mitch (FINesse)
Saturday, 02 August 2008

In some strange twists going on at Dolphin Headquarters the big man decides to take a look see at some old friends of
his to try to improve on things that we thought were pretty much taking shape. With the speculation that the Dolphins will
bring in Terry Glenn & Quincy Carter this can only tell you that the waters right now are very unfriendly & not quite up to
the Tuna's liking. This also should serve notice to us fans just what dire straits this franchise need to be rescued (gaffed)
from. With 3 prospects (or at least somewhat there of) you would think at this point that someone would have emerged
as the favorite & done something to catch Tuna's eye. But this is the Miami Dolphins we are talking about here who are
still looking to replace their hero while all the so called Marino heir apparents have just been thrown back to the bottom of
the ocean. If you are bringing in a guy like Quincy Carter to compete with his checkered past then there is not much to
say about the college star in Henne , the seasoned vet in Mccown or the draft pick of the QB of the future in Beck. WE
can only wonder when the QB position for us will be stable again.
Staying offensive here one can only wonder why Tuna would bring in someone like Glenn who he has accused of ... well
lets just say not being very manly. To all who still start a "what about" thread to every aging vet that has been cut - please
stop , these guys dont have a team for a reason. Lets start spending wisely , drafting wisely & try to gain back at least
some respectability. Some still want Farve ... well him considering staying retired for an endorsement deal should tell you
something.
All I can say it looks like its gonna be another wild season so strap yourselves in ... Enjoy the view from you sky box Mr.
Eddie!
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